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Abstract 
Data were collected from a sample of 946 elected public 
ofticiais selected on a sYstematic random sampling basis from lists of 
officlais ser~ing 79 of Oh1o's 88 counties. The purpose of the study 
was to examine the perceived seriousness of financial problems in 
nonmetropol itan jurisdictions represented by the study respondents. A 
theoretical perspective developed from scalar modeling in anthropology 
and sociology was used to guide the research investigation. The study 
findings revealed that financial problems were perceived to be 
somewhat of a problem for all political levels evaluated. The most 
serious problem existed on the county level while the least serious 
problem existed on the township level. The best predictor of the 
variance in the dependent variable was access to external resources. 
The f1nd1ngs necessitated the rtformul ization of the theorY but 
basically demonstrated that the model had considerable merit. 
Introduction 
Local govermnen ts have trad it i or1a \ l :t been commissioned to 
provide a wide variety of public services to their respective 
constituents. Reid (1984J summarizes some of the major functions of 
rural governments by nottng that such jurisdictions are responsible 
for: 1) the provision of public services, such as police/fire 
protect1on, street/road maintenance, waste disposal, water supply and 
other essentials for living; 2) the implementation of specific 
national policies which include such things as the administration of 
economic and human resources on the local level to accomplish stated 
national goals; 3) the establishment and maintenance of communication 
i inKages among various levels of government (local, regional, state, 
multi-state, and national); 4) the recruitment of capable people to 
serve in leadership roles in local government; 5) the establishment of 
leadership capacity within the governmental unit; and 6) the 
procurement of economic and human resources to adequately fulfill 
these obligations. 
SoKolow (19821 and Browne (19821 suggest that a i ist of 
governmental functions must include amelioration of potentially 
adverse consequences of sudden socio-environmenta1 changes which can 
threaten the socio-economic stability and viability of local 
jurisdtctions. An example of a change which can generate extensive 
disruption of governmental services in rura1 jurisdictions is rapid 
population growth. Rapid population change can render previously 
satisfactory governmental services inadequate because existing service 
capacities of many small Jurisdictions most often cannot accommodate 
additional demands [Beale, 1982; Coe1en, 1981; Kuehn, et al •• 1983; 
LaFollette, 1982; Stinsc•n, 1981; Sullivan, 1981). Such rapid changes 
necessitate quick and decisive action on the part of local government~ 
to orevent deterioration of existing governmental services. 
While it is relatively easy to art1culate the serv1ce 
functions of local governments, it is much more difficult to identifY 
means of satisfying intergovernmental directives and constituent 
exoectations. One of the major reasons it is difficult to satisfy 
public service demands in rural jurisdictions is that they are 
>:onstantiY changing as the social composition and exoectations of the 
constituent groups change. Residents of sma11-scale Jurisdictions 
-frequently indicate that they desire more comprehensive and/or better· 
quality governmental services than those available ECoe1en 1 1981; 
Stinson, 1981; Vehorn, 1981]. The serv1ce provision problem is 
further compounded by mandates from the State and Federal levels to 
uo-grade service structures [Green and Reed, 1981J. The external 
mandates are particularly difficult for nonmetropolitan jurisdictions 
because they are initiated with little regard for the local 
.iurisdiction,s ability to comply. 
The changing service expectations of long-term constituents, 
increased service demands of recent in-migrants, and mandates from 
State and Federal governments have created severe service provision 
problems for many nonmetropol itan governments. Satisfaction of these 
demands nearly always requires increases in human and economic 
resources but, unfortunately, these resources are seldom accessible 
~·Jithin the local jurisdiction. Sul1 ivan, et a1., £1981) address this 
issue by noting that governmental expenditures 1n rural areas have 
drasttcally increased during the last decade while manY forces have 
been operative which maKe it much more difficult to secure adequate 
funding. Recession, inflation, unemployment, taxpayer revolt, 
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increastng welfare payments, and reduction in inter-government transfer 
payments combine to maKe the provision of governmental ser·vices in 
nonmetropol itan jurisdictions extremely problematic [Crider,1978a, 
1978t.; Henn1gh, 1978i LaFollette, 1982; Stinson, 1981; Stocker, 1977; 
Sulliuan, 2.1_~ 1981: Vehorn, 1981J. 
The severity of the problems associated with funding of rural 
governmental services is easily demonstrated via historic data which 
show that State and Federal aid has propor·tionately increased during 
the last two decades while local funding has been proportionately 
reduced. Su11 ivan, ~al~ [1981) report that local property taxes 
have decreased substantially in terms of importance as sources of 
governmental funding in rural areas. They observe that property taxes 
have decreased from 48 percent of total funding in 1960 to 29 percent 
in 1979. Simultaneously, the State and Federal share of local funding 
increased from 31 percent to 45 percent during the same time oeriod. 
Reid and Starn [1981) discuss the nature of the funding of r·egional 
projects and observe that State and Federal resources constitute the 
ma.ior port ion of such eHorts. They repor-t that 75 percent of most 
reg1ona1 programs are financed by State and Federal sources and that 
65 oercent of the funds are received from Federal sources. These 
authors contend that these service functions would never have been 
impiemented and would not have been continued without this aid. 
These data strongly indicate that financing government 
services in nonmetroool itan areas is very difficult and that external 
sources of funding are becoming more important over time. The trends 
also strongly suggest that the financial problems of nonmetropol itan 
jurisdictions will probably continue £Coe1en, 1981; StocKer, 1977; 
Stinson! 1981; Sullivan, et al ., 1981] Many governmental units will 
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continue to be hard-pressed to provide adequate services and the 
demands will probably be expanded over time. Since the qual JtY of 
rural government services cannot be permitted to deteriorate further 1 
mechanisms must be developed to provide adequate funding of needed 
services. The observation made by Kuehn, et al • 1 [1983] that rural 
.jur·isdictions will have tc• become much more efficient in terms of 
budgeting and planning to offset increased costs and demands on 
government services appears to be an appropriate assessment of the 
situation. It is highly questionable, however, that increased 
efficiencies in the use of existing re!ources will be sufficient to 
improve government services. Additional resources will undoubtedly be 
required to up-grade adequacy. Hitzhusen [1977J and Napier [19841 
recognize the difficultres associated with funding of local government 
progr-ams and suggest that nontraditional funding source~. such as use 
of volunteers! donations and 1oca1 r-evenue generating projects 
(dinners, garage sales, etc.) will be required to fund governmental 
ser-vices in the future. 
The resolution of financial problems in rural jur-isdictions is 
a. very difficult task and will require considerable knowledge of the 
causes of financial difficulties and the isolation of the factors that 
perpetuate the problem in nonmetr-opol itan jurisdictions. The purpose 
of this paper- is to present the findings of a study designed to 
address these critical issues using data from a state-wide survey of 
E>lected, pub1 ic officials. The study ~vas designed to accomplish 3 
primar-y objectives which are as fol10tAJs: 1) to deter-mine the severity 
of financial problems in small-scale political jur-isdictions in Ohio: 
21 to Identify the factors that are predictive of the degree of 
sever·ity of financial problems of sma11-sca1e pol1t1cal jur-isdictions 
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in Oh1o; and 3) to test the mer1ts of a theoretical perspective 
deri•.Jed fr·om galar- modeling in soc1ology and anthropology [Greer·, 
1962; Nao1er-, 1973; Simpkins. 1972; Wilson and Wilson, 1945] 1 and from 
selected 1 iterature regard1ng the economy of scale which focuses on 
the f1nanc1ng of governmental services [Coelen, 1981: Fox, 1981; 
Honadie, 1981: r1yer·, 1979; Sullivan, et al...w. 19813. The findings are 
discussed in the context of community development programs to 
ame1 iorate financial oroblems of rura1 jurisdictions. 
The Concept of Scale and The Nature 
of Nonmetropol1tan Financial Problems 
The theoretical perspective developed and used in this study 
was formulahd from selected components of scalar theory originally 
formal rzed in anthropoiogy by Wilson and Wilson £1945J and elaborated 
in sociology by Greer (19621, Napier [1973J and Simpkins [1972]. This 
perspective was combined with elements of ~conom~ of scale modeling as 
it relates to the provision of governmental services (Coelen, 1981; 
Fox, 1981; Honad1e, 1981; Myer, 1979; StocKer, 1977; Sullivan, et alw.. 
1981J to create a model that elaborates both perspectives. 
Scalar theory in sociology and anthropology basically asserts 
that as social systems (Jurisdictions could be defined as functional 
soc1a1 sYstems) enlarge, they become more complex in terms of social 
structure. The s.ocial structurel:. become more differentiated to ensur·e 
coordination of the diversity of functions which emerge as social 
SYstems expand. The model basically argues that effective and 
effictent functioning of high-scale systems necessitates elaborate 
support subsystems to ensure smooth operation of the total system. 
The model, for example, states that high-scale social systems are 
characterized by large populations, well-developed transportation and 
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communication systems, sophisticated service structures a.nd highly 
inter·dependent 1 inkages, both internally and e~ter·r,allY~ In ess.ence, 
sca~ar theorY argues that the structural components of collective 
groups. become more complex and more highly differentiated as the sca:e 
of the social system increases. The structural components of 
i'"119h-scale systems also become more closely linked IJJith external 
systems to enhance the probabilities that all micro-level social 
s;t:.tems compo:.ing the total society sur·vi•.•:. Thi:. means that social 
sYstems <Jurisdictions) become 1 inked with others on a mutual suppor·t 
basis. 
As service subsYstems become more highly spec tal ized and 
differentiated, the ability of high-scale systems to provide 
governmental services to their respective constituents should also be 
increased since the infrastructure to provide the services will tend 
to be mor·e complex and more cost efficient. Evidence to support thito 
theoretical argument is provided by the economy of scale 1 iterature 
[Coelen, 1981; Fox, 1981; Honadle, 1981; Myer, 1979; Stocker, 1977; 
Suli ivan, et al ., 19811 focused on the provision and financing of 
government services. This literature suggests that size economies ar·e 
often achieved when population size and density are adequate to 
efficiently use and to finance needed services. The evidence 
presented suggests that nonmetropol itan service provision will remain 
problematic because population bases In most rural areas are too low 
to achieve the size economies associated with high-scale systems. The 
r·eason economies of scale are seldom achieved in less dense!>• 
populated areas is the ratio of fixed costs of prov1ding services to 
the existing population bases. Physical structures and human 
resources must be dispersed among the population to be served. When 
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the population densitY is low and these fixed costs are high, then the 
cost of oroviding the service is correspondingly high oer client 
served. 
Regional ization of s.ertJice function!:. to achieve economi!?s of 
scale 1s often not feasible in nonmetropol itan areas because some 
governmental services, such as pol ice and fire protection, must be 
located in close proximity to the users of the services [Coelen, 1981; 
Fox, 1981; MYer, 1979]. Multiol!? service units (substations) to 
accommodate dispersed populations would have to be developed to 
provide rapid response to emergency situations, which means that any 
economies of scale achieved by consolidation of administrative 
functions would be negated by duplication of the facilities to deliver 
the service. 
Other economies of scale can be achieved in terms of the 
provision of governmental serutces in addition to those noted above. 
The unit costs associated with purchasing supplies necessary to 
provide needed governmental services or to secure government-sponsored 
services from orivate providers can be substantially reduced by 
collective purchases [Hondale,1981l. Shared funding and collective 
administration of specific government services can also reduce 
duplication of efforts and cost savings can occur [Coelerr, 1981; 
Honad1e. 1981; M>'er·, 1979; Reid and Starn, 1981J. 
In addition to economy of scale savings, efficiencies in the 
provision of governmental services can be achieved through better role 
performance. Scalar theory argues that specialization of tasKs will 
increase as scale of the social system increases. This specialization 
implies that people performing designated roles will become more 
proficient at their tasKs via repetition and experience. 
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Specialization also generates subsystems to train oeooie to oerform 
s:ecific roles which results in the development of· human capital. The 
eno result of improved management skills and bet:er ~ole performance 
should be better governmental services at lower unlt costs due to the 
e~fic1encies achieved. 
Another factor that must be considered in assessing the 
provision of oovernmental services is the human and economic resources , -
available in high-scale systems to support government functions. 
Scalar modeling posits that high-scale systems exoand beyond the level 
of extractive industr·ies to become more highly differentiated 
economically. More diversified economies imply greater· r·evenues for 
the provision of governmental services and also greater access to 
sk~lled, human resources. As the revenues available for use in 
oroviding services Increase, there should be a concomitant decrease 1n 
~inancial problems for the governmental units possessing these 
revenues. Such governmental units should also be able to pay for more 
experienced and well-educated people to assume leadership roles. 
These officials would also more 1 iKely be full-time poi itical 
officials, since the economic rewards would be sufficient to 
adequately compensate the person for devoting fu11-time to 
.iurisdiction problems. 
The availability of human and economic resources to apply to 
governmental functions should maKe it easier for high-scale systems to 
secure/ administrative and planning support staffs to aid the 
decision-maKers <public officials) in the conduct of their roles. 
Support staffs increase the probabilities that long-range planning 
wi 11 be undertaKen and that budget efficiencies will be achieved. 
Such achievements would not be possible without support staffs. 
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Support staffs will also enhance the probabilities of accessing 
externai economic and human r~sources. Federal grants, for example, 
can be accessed via the external 1 inkages. if government staffpersons 
po'::'::.e<.:s olanning and grant managemerd skil"!s. LorAJer-scale systems 
must rely primarily on volunteer support personnel since they do not 
have the resources to hire professional staffs. Certain efficiencies 
associ~~ed with knowiedge bases are iost when support staffs are 
compo..:.ed pr imar i 1 y of vo1 unteers even though sa'! ary savings are 
important considerations. Administrative capacities of social systems 
are ~ery Important because access to external revenue sources tends to 
be highlY correlated with abilities to identify relevant external 
programs, complete necessary documentation, and to effectively 
administer grants once they are received [Green and Reed, 1981; Kuehn, 
e t a 1 • , 1983; Su 11 i van , e t a 1 • , 1 981 J • 
In summary, the scalar model developed for this study 
basically asserts that higher scale sYstems will tend to 1) develop 
linkages to access external economic and human resources; 2) be more 
highiY differentiated economically and will have greater internal 
economic and human resources available for fulfilling governmental 
service functions; 3) have the population bases necessary to 
efficiently use government services; 4) develop more highlY 
differentiated service sYstems that make it easier to satisfy service 
needs; and 5) contain better tra1ned and experienced people who will 
assume leadership roles. Therefore, it is hypothesized that measures 
of social scale w1ll be significantly related to perceived financial 
problems of nonmetropol itan governments. It is expected that 
financial difficulties will be most prevalent in lower-scale systems. 
Since the scalar model places so much emphasis on structural 
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characteristics of social systems, measures of structural 
dtfferentiation are expected to be the best predictors of the 
dependent variable under studY. The number of support staffpersons 
available in the jurisdiction, measures of the 1nfl~ence of external 
SYstems on the jurisdiction, perceived adequacy of existing government 
services in the jurtsdiction, population characteristics of the 
,;urisdiction, proximity of the jurisdiction to 1arge population 
tenters, level of stress associated with leadership role performance, 
intra-jurisdiction demands for better government efficiencies, and 
characteristics of the public officials are expected to be 
significantly related to perceived seriousness of the financial 
oroblems in the jurisdiction. The specific hyootheses suggested bY 
the scalar model are as follows: 
Hl Reduction in access to external resources support will be 
oos1tiuely related to perceived seriousness of financ1ai problems in 
the jurisdiction. 
H2 Intra-Jurisdiction pressures for more go~ernment 
e'ficiencies in service provision will be positt~ely related to the 
oerceived seriousness of financial oroblems in the JUrisdiction. 
H3 Perceived level of stress associated w1th role performance 
(lack of support bases in small-scale social systems necessitates 
officials performing a multitude of roles) will be positively related 
to the perceived seriousness of financial problems in the 
JUrisdiction. 
H4 Measures of leadership competency will be inversely 
related to perceived seriousness of financial problems in the 
Jur1sd1ction. It is expected that older, more experienced, 
long-tenured, better educated, full-time, and well-paid officials w1ll 
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be adm1niste~ing ju~isd1ctions with less seve~e financial p~oblems. 
H5 Measures of adequacy of existing gove~nment services will 
be inue~~e1Y related to pe~ceiued seriousness of financial problems in 
the JUr,sdictton. 
H6 The <wailabiltb• of suppor·t staffpersons l).jj]J be inversely 
related to the perceived seriousness of financial problems in the 
_:urtsdtction. 
H7 Measures of population size and growth will be inversely 
related to oerceiued seriousness of financial problems in the 
,iur t sdi ct ion. 
H8 The distance of the official's residence to population 
centers (ecological niche of ju~Jsdiction) will be positively related 
to perceived financial problems of the Jurisdiction. 
H9 Type of primary emplo:,..ment in the jurisdiction will be 
significantly related to percerved seriousness of financial problems 
in the Jurisdiction. It ts &xpected that agricultural Jurisdictions 
will exhibit the highest level of perceived seriousness of financial 
problems. 
H10 Level of pol I tical .Jurisdiction will be significantly 
related to perceived seriousness of financial problems in the 
jurtsdtction. It is expected that larger jurisdictions (counties) 
wi11 exhibit the lowest level of perceilJed seriousness of financial 
prob1 ems .• 
Methodology 
Sampl1ng 
Data used to test the merits of the theoretical perspective 
outlined above were collected in the winter of 1983 and spring of 1984 
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·f,..orn 946 elected, public officials serving JUrisdictions in 79 of 
Ohio's 88 counties. Public offtcials in nine coun~ies were excluded 
from the study because the population of the counties exceeded the 
criterion established for inclusion. Since the puroose of the study 
,,._,as to examine nonmetr·opol itan jurisdictions in Ohto, anY county ' . <Jhich 
contained an urban community in excess of 75,000 peop·!e \.<Jas excluded 
from the sampling frame. The counties excluded using this criterion 
we-r·e as fc<llotJJs: Lucas, Lorain, Cuyahoga, Summit, Star·K, t1ahontng, 
FranKl in~ Montgomery and Hami1ton. Given the sampi1ng frame developed 
for this study, the findings may not be appl rcable to the major 
JUrtsdrctions in the state. 
Names and addrt-sses of a 11 mayors, totJJnsh i p trustees, and 
county commissioners in the 79 counties included in the study were 
s.ecur·ed and a systematic random sample [Blalock, 1979) l-<~as dr·a11Jn. Thi? 
sampling technique consisted of selecting every third elected official 
frQm each type of political juris.diction. This methC~dolc•gY produced a 
mailing sample of 1 1 522 public officials which was composed of 243 
mayors, 1 1 200 township truste-es, and 79 county commissiont>rs. 
A structured questionnaire was developed and evaluated by 
pe.:tple l<now1edgeab1e of governmental problems in Ohio. The 
questionnaire was reformulated and mailed to the selected sample in 
December 1983. The first mailing produced a response rate of 41 
percent. A second mailing was sent to the nonrespondents in March 
1984 and the final questionnaires included in the study were returned 
in late May. The final response rate was 65.8 percent which is 
defined as being very good using contemporary research standards 
LD1llman, 1978]. A total of 1,002 questionnaires were returned with 
946 being usable. Fifty-six questionnair-es wer·e retur·ned incomplete 
due to death. relocation and refusal to provide crittca1 Information. 
l..Jhen the 56 incomplete questionnair·es are removed from the or·igtna1 
sample. the usuable response rate becomes 64.5 percent (946/1466). 
Given the wtde geographical distribution of the sample, high 
response rate, and large sample size, it is argued that the data are 
quite adeauate to test the theoretical perspective developed for this 
study, The characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 
disaggregated by type of political jurisdiction. 
(Table 1 Here) 
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These data :.how that the respondents on the average are in 
their early fifties, represent sma1i jurisdictions which are basicall;t 
stable or slightly increasing in population. The public officials on 
the average have achieved more than a high school education, have 
1 ived in their political jurisdictions for most of their 1 ives, and 
have served about 10 years in public office. The respondents receive 
relatively low paY for their worK but al:.o spend relatively few hour·s 
worKing on jurisdiction business. The pay per hour ranges on the 
averag~ fr·om a 1 ow of 1 ess than $4.00 per hour for mayors to a high of 
s1ightiy more than $11 per hour for county commissioners. The low pay 
scale for mayors and township tr·ustees 1s reflected in the at.Jerage 
percentage of total family income derived from public office (12.3 
percent and 17.8 percent respectively). County commissioners report 
that they receive about half of their family income from pub1 ic office 
5.a1arie!: .• The study respondents report that some stress is associated 
with their pub1 ic service role and the data indicate that county 
cornmtss1one-rs feel theY expH·tence- the highest level of str·ess. All 
of the various levels of government examtned report that their 
residences are orr the average about 36 miles from a city of 50,000 or 
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mor·e. 
The data reoorted in Table 1 concerning the characteristics of 
the JUr-isdiction sho~\' that there are ver-y fevJ support per·sonne1 
available to any c•f the poiitical levels. examined. The officials 
reported that the public services in their jurisdictions are adequate 
•:gener·a1 service-:.), sl ight1y less than adequah> (special client 
ser~lces) and less than adequate (treatment serv1cesj depending on the 
services examined. The respondents felt that reduction of external 
SlJpoort had caused considerable problems for their .iurisdictionsl but 
internal pressures for efficiencies had been less troublesome. 
~1easuremen t of 
:..;ar i abl es 
The dependent variable for this study is termed perceived 
ser:_lousness of financial problems and was measured by asking the 
public officials to circle a number· along a scale of 0 to 10 rJJith 0 
representing "no problem" and 10 representing "a very serious 
problem." A basic assumption was made that elected leaders would be 
able to val idly assess the financial condition of the1r respective 
;urisdictions since they are constantly be1ng exposed to information 
about the financial constraints of their jurisdictions in the conduct 
of their official roles. Twenty-four independent variables were 
s~lected to represent different aspects of the scalar model discussed 
above. Each of the variables is operationalized bt<low. 
Reduction in External Resources was measured by asKing the 
officials to indicate how much of a problem was created for th~:>ir 
respective jurisdictions by several external events. The responses 
ranged from "created no problem" to "created a serious problem." The 
weighting values ranged from 1 for "created no problem" to 5 for 
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"created a serious problem." The events subsumed under this variable 
r,<~er-e as. follows.: los.s of Fe-deral rl?venue, loss of Stat!? revenue, 
rnflatron, unemploYment, declining tax base, and State tax, revenue or 
expenditure 1 imits. The r·e:.pons.es were :.ubmrtted to item analysis to 
determine the re1iabi1lt>' of the index, and the analysis revealed the 
alpha coefficient to be 0.844 which is very high. The high alpha 
means that the item~ composing the index are highly intercorrelated 
and, therefore, can legitimateiy be combined into a composite index. 
The ~veighting values for the six items composing the index were summed 
to form an index score for each respondent. 
_lntra-Jurisd.J.s;tion_Er:essure~ was measured by asl<ing the 
re:.pondents to evaluate how specific €'\Jents affected their respective 
jurisdictions. The methods used to measure and evaluate this variable 
were the same as those discussed in the previous variable. The !:'Vents 
!:'valuated in this variable are: citizen demands for· better public 
service, pri:'ssure from local taxpayers to reduce taxes and spending, 
fai Jure of bond refer·endums, mandated costs from Federal and State 
governments, and pressure from jurisdiction's employees for higher 
wages. The alpha coeffic1ent of reliability was 0.751 for this inde~< 
which means that the variables can be legitimately combined into a 
composite index. The ~veighting values for the five items composing 
the s.ca1e 1,<1ere summed to form a composite index score for each 
respondent. 
ferceived Level of Stress was evaluated by asking the 
respondents to circle a number along a 5-point scale that best 
represented the level of stress theY had encountered in their public 
ro1e durtng the last Year. The oossib1e resoonses ranged fr-om "no 
stress" (Weighted 1) to "great stress" (weighted 5). 
Tenure 1n Public Office was measured as the number of years 
the official had served in public office. 
Age was measured as the age of the official in years at 1ast 
birthday. 
Time Spent On Jurisdiction Work was operational ized as the 
number of hours usually spent each week on JUrisdiction business. 
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Number of Part-Time Plann1nq Staff was assessed by asking the 
official to note hO!.IJ many part-time people were engaged in planning 1n 
the official's jurisdiction. 
Number of Fu 11-T ime Pl ann 1 ng Staff was measured by asi< i ng hor,<J 
many people were engaged fu11-time in planning in the official's 
.1 u r 1 sd i c t i on • 
Number of Volunteer Administrativt Staff was evaluated by 
c.sk. i ng the offici a 1 s to note how many volunteers theY had to he 1 p 1,11 i th 
administrative tasks. 
Number of Paid Administrative Staff was assessed in terms. of 
the number of people who were employed on a part-time and fu11-time 
t:•a:::.1s to aid in the administrative wor·K of the jurisdiction. 
Adequacy of General Public Services was measured as an index 
~omposed of four items which evaluated the perceived adequacy of 
oubl 1c services in the jurisdiction. The governmental serv1ces 
assessed were pol ice protection, firt protection, emergency medical, 
and road and street maintenance. The weighting values ranged from 
for "very inadequate" to 4 for "very adequate,» Higher values 
Indicate higher levels of adequacy. Item analysis produced an alpha 
of 0.661 which is acceptable for bu1lding a composite 1ndex. The Item 
1.-\leighting va1ues were summed to form an index score for each 
respondent and used for statistical analysis. 
Adequacy of SRec1al Client Services was measured using the 
same methodology as the pr·evious variable. The eight governmental 
serv1ces assessed were mental health programs, health care programs, 
program~ for the elderly, 1 ibrary services, emoloyment services, 
soc1al welfare programs, child-care programs and low-income housing. 
The alpha coefficient was 0.843 which is ouite high and means the 
items can be legitimately summed to form a composite index. Higher 
values tndicate higher levels of adequacy. 
Adequacy of Treatment Services was assessed by three items 
using the same methodology employed in the two preceding variables. 
The governmental services included in this variable were sewage 
treatment, water treatment and solid waste treatment. The alpha 
coefficient was 0.785 which is high and indicates that the item 
composite index can be legitimately summed to form a composite index. 
Higher values indicate higher levels of adequacy, 
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Annual Public Salary was assessed by asking how much money 
the official received each year for performing his/her public: service. 
Percent of lncome From Public Office was operationaliz~d by 
asi<1ng the official to note what percent of his/her total family 
income was derived from public office salary. The percentage was used 
for statistical analysis. 
Previous Management Experience was evaluated by asking the 
official if he/she had ever had managerial experience in business or 
industrY. A nyes" response received a value of 0 wh1le a •no" 
response received a value of 1. 
Participation In Training Programs was measured by asKing the 
official if he/she had ever attended a training program or workshop 
for public officials. A "Yes" response received a value of 1 while a 
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"no" response received a value of 0. 
Education LeveL was measured as the number of years of formal 
education completed by the official. 
LeQoth of Residence In the Ju'rts.diction vJa<:. ooer-ational ized 
~s the number of years the official had l tved in the jurisdiction 
he/she currently reoresented. 
Distance of Residence From The ~earest City of 50,000 or t·1or·t-
was measured in terms of miles. 
f'opulation of JuriE.dic.tion tJJas ooer·atiorrai ized as the 
poouiation of the jurisdiction per the 1980 Census. 
Population ChanQe was measured by asking the official to 
indicate if the .jur-i:.diction was grovJ~ng rapidly, gr01.ving slowly! 
stable, declining slowly or declining rapidly, I;Jetghting values fr-om 
1 to 5 were used to record responses with indicating ndecl ining 
rapidly" ~11ith "growing rapidly" receiving a value of 5. 
Level of Jurisdiction was measured by asking the respondents 
to note- if they were mayors, township trustees or county 
c omm iss i oners. 
Type of Economic Activity t.oJas operational i:zed by asking the 
respondents to choose the type of economic activity that best 
repreE.ented the major source of employment for r-esidents in their· 
jurisdiction. The response categories were as follows: agricultur-e, 
rrrining 1 induE.try, commerce and busin£-ss, university/college, touri!:.rn 
and recreation, and State and Federal government. 
Analyses of Data 
Multi~le correlation, regression and analys1s of variance were 
used to analyze the data. Correlational analysis was used to assess 
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the merits of the scalar model, while regression analysis was used to 
deter-m1ne the relative e:<planatory po~ver of the independent variables 
when all of the independent factors were considered simultaneously. 
Analys1s of variance was used to examine the relationships of "level 
of .. tur-isdiction" and "type of economic employment" with percei'Jed 
ser1ousness of financial oroblems, because the criterion variables 
were nomina 1 in nature. It was assumed the attitude measures met the 
assumption of metric measure [Abelson and TuKey, 1970; Kim, 1975; 
Labovitz, 1970} and that linear relationships existed among the 
variables included in the analysis. Missing data were attributed the 
variable mean because is has been shown that this approach is the best 
methc•d when the sample is large and the correlations are moderate to 
low [Donner~ 1982J. Both conditions were met in this data set. 
Missing data were also very few in number for each vartable, which 
adds credibility to the technique used to salvage cases. 
Findings 
Correlational analysis was used to determine the magnitude and 
direct1on of the bivariate relationships between the dependent and 
each Independent 1Jar1able. These findings are presented in Table 2. 
<Table 2 Here) 
The findings in Table 2 reveal that 16 of the 22 independent 
IJariables included in the correlational analysis were significantly 
correlated at the .05 level with perceived seriousness of the 
financial problems in the Jurisdiction for the total sample. Ten of 
the 22 independent variables were significantly related at the .05 
level with the dependent variable when data for mayors were analyzed 
separatelY. Fourteen independent variables were shown to be 
significantly related with the dependent variable at the .05 level 
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•.11hen the township trustees were considered alone. Six variables were 
:.nown to be s:.ignificantly related with the dependent val"'iabll? at the 
.05 level when county commissionel"'s were considered alone. 
Only four variables were shown to be co!"'related with pe!"'ceived 
ser1ousness of the financial problems for all four levels of analyses 
··total sample, mayol"'s only, township trustees only, and county 
commissioners only), These variables are reduction in external 
ll!PPOrt, intra-jurisdiction pressures, per-cei•Jed level ~of st~~. 
and time spent on jurisdiction wo~er week. As loss of externai 
:.uopor·t became problematic, intra-jurisdiction ~re:sures became 
tf'oublesome, level of Job-related stress increased, and as ttme spent 
or1 .Jurisdiction worK pH wee.>K incr·eased, ther·e was a concommitant 
1ncrease in perceived seriousness of the financial problems in the 
JUrisdiction. The first three va!"'iab1es were correlated as expected, 
but the last ual"'iable is inconsistant with research expectations. It 
was expected that time spent on jurisdiction business would be 
Inversely related since high-scale systems could mol"'e easily afford to 
employ full-time admtnistrators and that high-scale systems would have 
the lowest financial problems. The hypothesis for the latter variable 
was rejected. 
Three variables were shown to be significantly re.>1ated to 
perceived seriousness of financial problems for the total sample, 
mayors: and township trustees. These variables are adequacy of specia1 
c1 tent services, percent of income from public effie~ and distance 
.Q_i__cesidence from nearest city of 50,000 or more. Two variabies were 
ihown to be significantly related at the .05 level to perceived 
<:er· 1 ousness of f i nanc: i a 1 problems for the tota 1 samo l e, townshiP 
trustees and county commissioners. These variables are age of pubi ic 
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.Q.i:li.£..L~.1 and ag~q_l!aC.LQLJJ:~a.tm~nL.fM..Ll.!..llll.!... A11 of the stgnificant 
correlations were in the expected dtrection with the exception of 
percent 1ncome. It ~\las expected that people 1.-11ho devoted more 
attentton to the work role would be in higher scale systems and 
percel'>e fe~ver f-inancial pr·ob1ems. The h~.rpothesis for percent income 
was rejected. 
Two var·iables wt>re shown to be significantly related to the 
dependent t,•ariabie for the total sample and mayors. These variables 
ar·e> Q..qouiation size and annual salary from public office!. Both 
variables were positively correlated with the dependent variable, 
which was inconsistent with the research expectations. Even though 
Significantly correlated at the .05 level with the dependent variable, 
the hypotheses were rejected since theY were contrary to rest>arch 
expectations. 
Four variables t-Jere shown to be significantly correlated at 
the .05 level with the dependent variable for the total sample and 
township trustees. The significant variables are adequacy of general 
.§~L.Y.J.f~.?-'. lU!.ffiQll ... C?f part-t1me planning staff, tenure in office, and 
1 en_gJh of res 1 dence. A11 of the corre1 at ions \'Jere in the expected 
drrection and the hypotheses as stated were accepted. 
One variable was correlated significantly with the dependent 
variaoie for the total sample. The variable was number of full-time 
ill.!l!l.Lng staff. The variable was correlated positively while the 
research expectations were negative. The hypothesis was rejected. 
Participation in training programs was positively correlated 
with the dependent variable for township trustees. The correlation is 
in the ocposite direction than expected, therefore, the hYpothesis was 
re.Jected. 
The hypotheses for the variables which were not significantly 
correlated with the dependent variable were rejected. 7he number of 
~Jo.!unteer administrative staff, the number of paid administrative 
staff, educational level, and grevious management exgerience were not 
significantly related to the dependent variable at any political 
level. 
Regression analyses were conducted on the data to assess the 
relative explanatory power of the independent variables included in 
the analysis. These findings are presented in Table 3. 
<Table 3 Here) 
The findings for the 12..!.i.uamp1e show that. HI variables wer·e 
significant in reducing the unexplained variance in perceived 
seriousness of financial problems in the jurisdictions. The 
significant variables are reduction in externa1 supportL 
intra-jurisdiction pressures, perceived level of stress, ~ time. 
spent in jurisdiction work, number of part-time planning staff, 
adequacy of general public services, adequacy of special client 
services, percent of income from public office, and distance of 
r~sidence from city of 50,000 or more. The 10-variable model 
explained 31.9 percent of the variance. 
The regression analysis for the data collected from mayors 
produced a two-variable model that explained 30.3 percent of the 
variance in perceiv~d seriousness of the financial problems in the 
.iurisdiction. The two significant factors are reductton in external 
support and annual pub1 ic salary~ 
The regr~ssion analysis for the data collect&d from to~<Jnship 
trustees produced a nine-variable model which expla1ned 28.8 percent 
of the variance in the dependent variable. The variables included in 
the model rJJere tdenttcal to those noted for the total sample with the 
exception that eer·c€-nt of 1ncome from public office did not enter· the 
equation for township trustees. 
The regr·ession analysts for the data collected from f.Q!:!.!l.IT 
f.Q.IJliJl.L.?..§..!.Q.f!.~rs produced a bJJo-variable model that explained 33.3 
perc€-nt of the variance. The two variables are reduction in external 
.2-!:!.P.J? . .QC:.i <:~.nd aoe of the offici aj_!. 
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Analysis of variance was used to examine the relationship of 
leu~~~isdiction and typ~ of economic structure with perc~ived 
ser-io~.Jsness of financial problems in the jurisdiction. These data are 
presented in Table 4. 
<Table 4 HHe) 
The findings demonstrate there were significant differences 
among the groups as they were partitioned by the criterion variable, 
but the explained variance was quite lm.; for both variables. The 
dlrection of the differences were inconsistent with the research 
expectations. County commissioners exhibited the highest level of 
perceived seriousness while it was hypothesized they would have the 
101/JE.>!:t. It was also expected that agriculturally-based jurisdictions 
would exhibit the highest level of perceived financial problems when, 
in fact! the;.- exhibited the lowest. The hypotheses for these two 
variables were rejected, 
Summary and Conclusions 
The study findings revealed that reduction in access to 
externai resources was the best predictor of perceived seriousness of 
financ1a1 problems for all levels of jurisdictions examined. This 
finding is consistent with the theoretical perspective developed for 
testing and the service proyision 1 iterature which states that 
external resources are becoming more ;mportant sources of local 
;IC•' 1E<rnmenta1 revenues over time. Str·uctural 1 inl<ages to el<ternai 
soc i a 1 s true tures have become essen t. i a 1 to the economic sur•J 1 va 1 of 
;ocal governments. It is inter·esting to note, horJJeuer-, that the be:t 
pr·edictor of perceived seriousness of financial problems is composed 
of variables which cannot be manipulated by local people. 
As the pressures increased on local governments from taxpayer 
re~olts, failure of bond referendums, and other such internal 
oressures, there was a concomitant increase in the perceived problems 
of financing local governmental services. This finding is also 
consistent with the model. Unless adequate funding of governmental 
functions exist, the financing of essential services becomes 
oroblematic. 
The study findings revealed that the number and type of 
support staffs examined were not very good predictors of perceived 
financial problems. This was suroris1ng s1nce support staffs should 
prove to be extremely valuable in accessing external resources and 
enhancing government management capacities. Future research should 
e1-amine the qualitative aspects of the support staffpersons. A small 
number of highly sKilled support staffpersons may be much more 
efficient and useful to the public officials and the jurisdictions 
than a horde of well intentioned but unsKilled local constituents. 
The perceived adequacy of governmental services were 
correlated in the expected direction with percetued financial 
problems. As perceived adequacy of governmental services increased, 
perceived financial problems concomitantly decreased. Th1s was 
exoected since pressure from local constituents would tend to be 
reduced if the level of governmental services was perce1ved to be 
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adequate. It was reasoned that inadequacy connotes unmet needs. If 
there are rnadequacies 1n :.ervice pr·c~vision, then it is h1ghly llkf.>lY 
the service needs of the constituents are not being met because 
reeources are not available to provide better services. Attempts to 
prov1de better governmental services will result in a strained budget. 
The personal characteristics of the officials were very poor 
pred1ctors of perceived financial conditions in the Jurisdictions. 
Several of these meaeures were not significantly correlated with the 
dependent variable and when they were stgnificantly related, the 
magn•tude of the coefficrents were quite low. 
The most surprising findings of the study were the very iow 
and positive relat1onsh1ps between population measures and perceived 
financia1 problems. The scalar model created for this study posits 
that due to differentiation of the service infrastructure and service 
soc1al structures tn high-scale systems there should be a decline in 
f1nanctal oroblems because resource bases should be available to 
adequately fund such services. This was not the case. Officials of 
higher scale systems exhibited the greatest level of perceived 
seriousness of financial problems. The same findings were also noted 
for· mc•r-e dit:ersdied econom1es vJhich would be associated with higher 
scale systems. 
jn sum, the findings demonstrate that on the average a 
moderate level of financial problems existed within all political 
level: assessed, a moderate amount of expla1ned variance was explained 
with the independent variables included in the analyses, and that the 
theoretical model used to explain perce1ved seriousness of financial 
problems in nonmetropo1 itan jurisdictions 1n Ohio was useful but in 
need of conceptual modification. 
t'1odlfication of 
T!":t> Sc a 1 ar· f1odt'1 
The Population-related findings provided the crttrca1 data to 
correct the inadeauac1es in the scalar model as it was articulated i~ 
th1s study. The population-related findings demonstrated that larger 
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po·11t!cal jurisdictions exhibited higher levels of perceived financia1 
::.~oblems than smaller· scale jurisdictions. The original theoretical 
conceptualization posited that increasing scale of the social system 
would result in greater resources being allocated to the governmental 
service functions. This theoretical argument is probably correctl but 
the inadequacy in the original modeling is due primarily to ignoring 
the increasing demands made on the service structure of the higher 
:.·:ale systems due to 1ncrt>asing demands fr·om the htgh-sca1e systems' 
members. While greater resources may be allocated to governmental 
services in high-scale sYstems, the demands for services are also much 
h1gher which stresses the jurisdictions·' abilities to provide 
financial support. As a social system expands, the service 
e~pectations increase in terms of diversity and quality. Satisfaction 
C•f the increa~-ing demands from constituents necesst tates the 
a 11 ocat ion of phenomenal economic and human resources vJh i ch may be 
beyond the means of large-scale systems to provide. 
Future research focused on the provision of governmental 
services in nonmetropol itan areas should expand on the original 
theoretica1 mode1 ing to include the demands made on the governmental 
<.:-e-r·vices as the scale of the system increases. Combining measures of 
expanding demands and increased government costs due to the 
e 1 aborat ion of existing i nfrastr·uc tures to accommodate constitue-nt 
needs with the structured factors included in the present model should 
increase the predictive abi1 ity of the theoret1ca1 perspective. 
Impl icat1ons of the 
Study F1nd1ng: 
The maJor action 1mpl ication of the study findings is the 
necessitY of nonmetropol itan jurisdictions to access external 
resources. This means that efforts must be initiated to develop 
systemic 1 inkages with external governments to access the resources 
State and Federal governments maKe available to local JUrisdictions. 
CapacitY building maY return great rewards to local governments in 
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ter·ms. of successful achievement of outside rt>s.ources. This phenc•menon 
should be examined in future research. 
The most interesting findings from thE? study in terms of 
action pr·ograms are those associated with leadership characteristics. 
None of these factors were shown to be good predictors of perceived 
financial problems within the Jurisdictions represented in the study. 
Etther these factors are of 1 ittle consequence in the operation of 
JUrisdtctions or leadership capacities as measured by these variables 
are random])· dtstributed throughout the various jurisdictionl:. in Ohio. 
If the former situation is true, then leadership training programs, 
years of experience, and other experience-based measures are of little 
consequence in affecting the financial situations in most 
jurtsdictions. If the latter situation should prove correct, the 
1eadershtp capacities are rather WE?11-distributed among jurisdictions 
needing leadership caoac1ties as they relate to financtal problems. 
It ts more 1 iKely the former explanation is correct since the best 
leaders cannot solve financtal problems in jurisdictions without 
access to the necessary resources to solve problems. The impact of 
leadershtp capacities on ftnanctal situations in nonmetropol itan areas 
should be examined in mo~e depth. Development programs to enhance 
leade~ship skills may be of 1 ittle consequence if the solutrons to 
local government funding are structurallY based ana 1 ie outstde the 
1 oc a 1 j u~ i sd i c t ion. 
Clostng Comments 
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This study rep~esents an initial effort to understand the 
complex processes associated with predicting the perceived seriousness 
of financial problems in nonmetropol itan jurisdictions in Ohio. 
Considerable progress has been made in explaining the var1ance in the 
oerceiued seriousness of the financial problems as it was measured in 
~his study. Insight has also been gained relative to potential 
.a(Jenues for· expanding the predictive ability of the theoretical model. 
~opefu11y, future research will be initiated to elaborate the 
perspective th~ough empirical resea~ch. If othe~ predictive factors 
can be identified, corrective action may be initiated to address the 
problems. This assumes, of course, that financial croblems lend 
themselves to resolution. 
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Footnotes 
1. Salaries and research support for this study were provided 
to the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center and the Ohio 
State University via the State 502 project. The authors with to thank 
Lyndal K. Napier for secretarial support during the writing phase of 
the or·o.)ect and W. Richard Goe for computer assistance. 
2. The authors share equally in the conceptualization and 
implementation of this paper. 
3. For a discussion of horizontal and vertical linKages in 
sociai systems see Warren £1972]. 
4. Giuen the substantial differences in the number of 
observations in each political level included in the study, the 
magnitude of the correlation to be significant at the .05 level also 
varied. 
T!ble 1: Socio-Demographic Characteristics of Study Populat1on 
Disaggregated By Type of Jurisdiction 
Characteristic 
Population 







Size 80=20,481.7 80=23,936.6 
Population Change x=3.34 x=2.96 
Increase SD=O. 79 80=0.81 
Age of Pub 1 i c >(=52. 9 x=51. o 
Offici a1 in Years SD=11 .8 SD=13.1 
Educed i onal Achi- x=12.5 x=13.s 
evement LetJe 1 in SD=2.2 SD=2.2 
·Years 
Tenur·e in Pub1 i c x=10.4 7=11.1 
Office in Years SD=7.8 SD=8.2 
Length of Resi- x=39.3 x=3o.6 
de nee in Juris- SD=17.3 SD=17.2 
diction in ·-rears 
Annual Pub 1 i c x=$4, 638. os x=$3, 732.04 
Salary SD=$5,095.27 SD=$7,256.78 
Per-cent Income x=ts. 7 x=12. 3 
From Public 80=17.8 SD=22 .1 
Office 
Time Spent On x=t? .4 x=19. 7 
Jurisdiction SD=11. 3 SD=16.3 
Work In Hours 
Per Wee I< 
P~rce i tJed Level x=z. 7 x=3.o 
o.f Stress SD=0.9 SD=0.9 
[1 is tance of Res.- x=36.2 x=36.s 
idence Fr·om 80=22.7 SD=24.7 
Nearest City of 
50,000> 
Number of Volun- x=o .5 x=o.s 
























































Number· of Paid x=o.s x=1.9 x=o .5 x=1.6 
Adm 1 n i s. t rat i v e 80=2.8 SD=5.9 SD=l. 6 SO=l. 9 
Staf·f 
Number· ~:) f Part- x=1. 2 x=1.1 X=1 .3 x=l .1 
time p··anning SD=3 .1 SD=2.4 SD=3.3 SD=2. 1 
Staff 
Nurnbe>r of Fu 11- x=o .3 'X=o.4 x=o .2 x=1.6 
time Planning SD=1. 2 SD=1. 3 SD=l. 0 80=2.5 
Staff 
Adequao' of x=22 .2 x=21.o x=22 .3 x=n.s 
Pub1 ic Ser·v 1 ces SD=3.7 SD=4.0 SD=3 .6 SD=3.8 
For Se 1 ect Clients 
Adequac;.· of x=12 .o x=12 .o 7=12.0 x=11. 9 
Gener·a1 Public SD=2 .1 SD=2. 3 SD=2.1 SD=2.2 
Services 
AdequacY of x=7.s x=s.o x=7 .4 7=7.4 
Treatment Ser- SD=2 .1 SD=2.5 80=2.0 SD=l. 9 
'J! ces 
Reduct1on In x=1 s· .2 X=20 .3 7=18.8 x=22 .6 
External SD=5.5 SD=5 .6 SD=5 .4 SD=4. 0 
Supoor· t 
Intra- X'=11.6 ~=11. 9 7=11.2 x=16.4 
Jurisdiction SD=4.2 SD=4. 3 SD=4.0 80=3.7 
Pr·e!:.sures 
--~--··· 
~able 2: Bivariate Correlation Findtngs For Percetved Seriousness of 
F>nancial Problems of Jursidictions and Selected Independent Variab;~s 







r'erce I ved Leve1 
~f Stress 
if?nur-e In Publ i c 
Off 1 ce 
Age of Public 
Official 
T1me Spent On Jur-
i sd i c t ion WorK Per 
Number C•f Part-Time 
Planning Staff 

















~·iurnbe r of Paid Ad- 0.044 
mlnistrative Staff 
Adeouacy of Genera i -0.217* 
Pub1 IC Services 
Adequacy of Special -0.173* 
C1 i ent Serv1ces 
Adeauacy of Treat- -0.117* 

















































Annual Public Sal an 0 .185-lf 0.308* 0.006 0.231 
Percent of Income 0 .166* 0.257* 0.094 0.084 
From Public Office 
Prevtous Management -0.004 -0.044 0.015 -0.013 
E:<per'ence 
Parttc'oation In 0.018 -0 .141 0. 090* -0.143 
Tratntng Program 
Educatron Level 0.044 0.080 -0.017 0.123 
Length of Residence -0 .113* 0.106 -o .156* -0.186 
In Jurisdiction 
Distance of Residence 0 .136* 0 .167* 0 .149* -0.102 
From Nearest City of 
50,000> 
Popula.t,on of 0 .168* 0.218* 0.027 0.110 
Juri sd i c t i on 
Populat1on Increase -0.052 -0 .192* -0.014 -0.157 
-----·· 
*Significant at the 0.05 level <two tailed test). 
Table 3: Best Regression Models* For Perceived Financial Problems of 
Jurisdictions and Selected Independent Variables Disaggregated By Tyee 










Perceived Leue ·1 of 
Str·ess 
·re-r,ure In Pub I r c 
Off r ce 
Age c•f Publ i c 
Offici a 1 
Time Spent On 
Jurisdiction t~ork 
Per· W~:>ek 
Number of Par-t-Time 
Planning Staff 
Number· of Full-Time 
Planning Staff 
:·~umber· of Volunteer· 
Admin i strat itJe Staff 
~-lumber· of Paid 
Adminrstratiue Staff 
Adeouacy of GenE>I'a1 
Pub1 ic Services 
Adequacy of Special 

































Annual Public Salary 0.230 
PerceGt of Income 0.078 
Frc:.n-1 !='ubl ic Office 
Preu1ous Management 




Length of Residence 
In ~.7ur-;sdiction 
D i :.tance of 
Residence From City 
of 50,000} 
Pooulat on of 
.Juri :.d 1 ct ion 
Populitlon Increase 
0.102 





* Best regression models are defined as the 1 inear combination of 
independent variable: that maximized the adjusted coefficient of 
determination while meeting the .05 level of significance for every 
inde~endent variable. 
T~bie 4: Analysis of Variance Findings For Perceiued Seriousness of 
Financial Problems By Level of Jurisdiction and By Type of Economic 
3tructure of the Jurisdiction 
Level of Jurisdiction 
tvlayor x=5.1 SD=3. 0 
Township Trustee x=4.3 SD=2.9 
County Commissioner 7=6.5 80=2.6 
Multiple R Squared= 0.035 
-fYpi? of Economic Str·uc ture 
Primarily Agricultural 








Multiple R Squared= 0.020 
---···------
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